CenturyLink Rebrands to Lumen
Lumen, the platform designed for the 4th Industrial Revolution.

Lumen Enterprise Business
Integrating our global network, cloud, edge, security, voice and collaboration assets and technologies into an advanced, all-in-one delivery architecture, Lumen is designed to be the fastest, most secure platform for delivering next-gen applications and data.

Adaptive Networking
Globally scalable, high-bandwidth connectivity that intelligently adjusts to real-time capacity needs to seamlessly deliver applications and data.

Edge Computing & Hybrid Cloud
Low-latency edge compute and cloud connectivity that deliver high-performance data and application experiences closer to where data is used.

Connected Security
Intelligent, automated threat detection and response that’s built-in to the network to proactively protect data wherever it goes.

Communication & Collaboration
Voice, video, chat and call center solutions that drive greater productivity and engagement.

450K global fiber route miles
170K+ on-net buildings
2,200 on-net public data centers
100+ edge compute nodes
≤5ms latency to ~98% of U.S. enterprises

Lumen Financial Information
• NYSE ticker changes from CTL to LUMN
• No other financial changes as a result of this announcement